Introduction
Androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) has been used to treat patients with prostate cancer (PCA) since the 1940s. Several options to block testosterone action have been proposed, including chemical castration, achieved using antiandrogens or luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH) analogs and antagonists, and surgical castration. Most patients prefer the treatment with LHRH analogs due to the advantages of organ preservation, despite being associated with a wide range of adverse effects related to the duration of treatments.
Intermittent ADT (IADT) has been proposed as a rational strategy to overcome deleterious adverse effects related to the management of these patients while maintaining its benefits. IADT consists in temporarily interrupting the continuous ADT (CADT) when the patient shows no clinical progression of the neoplasm. Continuous monitoring based on prostate-specific antigen (PSA) values and testosterone levels is recommended in order to consider restarting a new IADT cycle. IADT strategy claims other potential advantages such as an improvement in the quality of life (QoL), 11 a reduction in the high cost associated with LHRH analogs, 12 and a potential delayed onset of drug resistance, 13 among others. Despite the potential role that IADT might have in the hormonal management of PCA and the existing recommendations favoring its use, 1, 14, 15 it continues to be controversial or not well accepted in some settings. One of the reasons may be that recent publication of new and updated evidence on IADT could warrant some changes in previous knowledge. The aim of this study was to update and provide evidencebased recommendations on IADT compared with CADT for patients with PCA by adopting the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) framework approach.
Materials and methods
This report assessed the following clinical question:
Is intermittent hormone therapy as effective and safe as continuous hormone therapy in men receiving long-term hormonal therapy for PCA? (Supplementary materials).
Information sources and search strategy
For clinical information about the effectiveness and safety of the assessed interventions, we searched MEDLINE (PubMed, from 1966 to October 2017) and EMBASE (OVID, from 1980 to October 2017). We established language restrictions (only publications in English). For information about values and preferences, as well as economic studies, we searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, The Cochrane Library, CINAHL, and ECONLIT, from the database inception to October 2017. The search strategies are available in the Supplementary materials. In addition, we hand-searched the reference lists of the included studies and consulted experts.
Eligibility criteria Types of studies
We included systematic reviews published during the last 5 years to assess the effectiveness and safety of ADT regimens, and we used these as a source of original studies. We prioritized the inclusion of randomized controlled trials followed by observational studies in order to inform about the risks and benefits of IADT and CADT, as well as to update potential systematic reviews about the effectiveness and safety of IADT versus CADT. In addition, we included studies to inform about patients' preferences and economic evaluations to inform the economic aspects, if available.
Types of patient profiles
We defined two clinical profiles: 1) patients in early stages and 2) patients in advanced stages (locally advanced, metastatic or recurrent disease).
Types of interventions
We included studies that compared IADT versus CADT.
Types of outcome measures
To assess the effectiveness and safety of ADT regimens, we included studies reporting data for at least one of the following types of outcomes: 1) benefits (overall/specific survival, progression-free survival, and health-related QoL [HRQoL]) and 2) risks (adverse events including hot flashes, gynecomastia, and sexual activity within the previous month or impotence). In addition, we included studies about patients' preferences (treatment preferences and determinants to choose a treatment) and cost-effectiveness of ADT regimens. We present our results and the quality of evidence per outcome.
Study selection and methodological quality assessment
Two reviewers independently screened titles and abstracts to identify references potentially eligible for inclusion. They obtained full-text copies of potentially eligible references for further assessment. Disagreements were solved by consensus. We used the Epistemonikos database (www.epistemonikos. org/en) to illustrate, in a matrix of evidence, the identified systematic reviews, as well as the trials included in each systematic review.
One reviewer assessed the risk of bias. This process was subjected to quality control by a second reviewer, who checked a random sample of 20% of the included studies. We used the Cochrane risk of bias tool for assessing clinical trials included in this report, 16 and the AMSTAR tool for assessing included systematic reviews. 17 Quality of evidence was not evaluated for evidence related to values and preferences of patients. 
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Quality assessment and formulating recommendations
We adhered to the GRADE framework to assess and synthesize available evidence and to formulate recommendations. 18 We rated the quality of the evidence per outcome from high to very low, considering the standard GRADE domains (risk of bias, imprecision, inconsistency, indirectness, and publication bias). Finally, we formulated evidence-based recommendations in favor of IADT or CADT according to the clinical characteristics of the patients with PCA.
Updating process
We implemented a continuous surveillance process of new evidence to keep recommendations up to date. We conducted monthly pragmatic searches (Supplementary materials), screened the references, assessed their impact on the recommendations to identify new relevant studies, and modified the recommendations, if necessary. 19 We defined relevant references as topic-related references that met the study design criteria but not enough to trigger an immediate update, and potential-key references as references that could potentially trigger an update in the short-term. 20 
Target users of the recommendations
These recommendations are intended to be considered by PCA specialists, urologists, oncologists, radiation oncologists, and other clinicians involved in the management of these patients.
Results

Study selection
In regard to the risks and benefits of assessed intervention, we identified 38 nonduplicated references related to systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and excluded 24 of these 38 references after examining their titles and abstracts. We reviewed 14 full texts and excluded 13 references (Supplementary materials). The screening process is summarized in a flow diagram ( Figure 1A and B). We included a systematic review with information until March 2014 (Magnan et al) . 21 This systematic review included information from 15 trials about IADT versus CADT in the management of patients with PCA at any stage. Figure 2 shows the amount of evidence incorporated in Magnan et al in comparison with other systematic reviews about IADT versus CADT (Figure 2) .
In order to update the information provided by Magnan et al, 21 we searched for new RCTs published until September 2017 ( Figure 1B 
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Bonfill et al about new RCTs and excluded 117 of them after examining their titles and abstracts. We reviewed 18 full texts and excluded 15 references (Supplementary materials). We included information from three new trials in addition to those identified by Magnan et al. [22] [23] [24] The justified reference list of included and excluded studies is presented in Supplementary materials.
Likewise, regarding patients' values and preferences, we identified one study assessing preferences across ADT regimens in PCA patients. 25 The flow diagrams for these results are included in Supplementary materials. We did not find any economic studies comparing IADT versus CADT for PCA patients. We present additional information related to general ADT costs in the corresponding section.
Characteristics of included studies
We identified a systematic review of RCTs, 21 which provided information from 15 trials that recruited 6856 patients and were published from 2000 to 2013. Included studies had a median of 201 patients per trial; patients had a median age of 70 years, and the most common PCA stage in included trials was metastatic hormone sensitive (six trials). 21 The most common ADT regimen was combined androgen blockade (seven trials). Eight of 15 trials had variable duration of treatment periods, and all but one had variable off-treatment periods. Duration of follow-up ranged from 23.2 to 117.6 months. 21 Furthermore, we identified three additional trials published from 2014 to 2017. [22] [23] [24] These additional studies included from 74 to 701 patients; the median age of patients ranged from 72 to 74 years. One study focused on locally advanced PCA patients. 22 Median follow-up in these studies ranged from 14 to 48 months.
In regard to values and preferences in PCA patients, one study was identified and included in this report. 25 This study included 36 PCA patients (locally advanced, recurrent or metastatic) from a cancer center in Canada; the mean age ranged from 71 to 72 years; patients received a questionnaire 
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Risk of bias assessment
Magnan et al assessed the risk of bias for each primary outcome (overall survival, QoL and the primary outcome of each included trial). 21 The authors considered that all trials but one had an unclear or high risk of bias for overall survival and QoL, respectively. Blinding was unclear or not performed in all included trials. Considerable withdrawals (from 21% to 61%) and important loss to follow-up (from 1% to 15%) were reported in some included trials. 21 AMSTAR score for Magnan et al was eight of 11 items (Supplementary materials).
In addition, we evaluated the risk of bias of the three additional identified trials (Supplementary materials). These trials were affected by unclear or lack of blinding of participants, personnel, and outcome assessor. Besides, they suffered losses at follow-up or premature ending of the trial due to low accrual.
Risks and benefits of IADT versus CADT
Patients with PCA in an early stage
We did not find RCTs on patients with PCA in early/nonmetastatic stages.
Patients with PCA in locally advanced/metastatic stage Overall survival Magnan et al did not find differences between intermittent and continuous therapy in terms of overall survival (eight trials, 5352 patients; hazard ratio (HR) for death =1.02, 95% CI =0.93 to 1.11; I 2 =23%). 21 An additional trial published in 2016 focused on patients with nonmetastatic PCA and reported that 86 men died within 5 years of study entry: 42 in the IADT arm and 44 in the CADT arm, but the difference between these groups was not statistically significant (P=0.969). 22 Quality of evidence was downgraded from high to moderate due to issues related to the risk of bias (Table 1) .
Progression-free survival
Magnan et al found 12 trials reporting disease progression in two ways. First, five trials reported time to progression, the analyses of which did not show differences between intermittent and continuous ADT regimens (five trials, 3523 patients; HR for time to progression =0.96, 95% CI =0.76 to 1.21; I 2 =75%). 21 Likewise, Schulman et al reported no differences between IADT versus CADT groups related to time to PSA progression (P=0.718) in patients with relapsing M0 or locally advanced PCA. 22 Quality of evidence was downgraded from high to low due to issues related to risk of bias and inconsistency (Table 1) .
In addition, four trials reported progression-free survival, and their respective analyses did not show differences between assessed regimens either (four trials, 1774 patients; HR for time to progression-free survival =0.94, 95% CI =0.84 to 1.05; I 2 =0%). 21 An additional trial published in 2016 did not find statistically significant differences between CADT and IADT groups in patients with relapsing M0 or locally advanced PCA (43 versus 41 events; P=0.865). 22 Another trial published in 2017 reported the number of patients with disease progression (defined as PSA ≥4 ng/mL and/or metastases); 24 the authors found three patients with disease progression in the intermittent group versus zero patients in the continuous arm after follow-up, but they concluded that there were no significant differences between assessed groups related to this outcome. 24 Quality of evidence was downgraded from high to moderate due to issues related to the risk of bias (Table 1) .
Cancer-specific survival Magnan et al did not find differences between intermittent and continuous therapy in terms of cancer-specific survival (five trials, 3613 patients; HR for cancer-specific survival =1.02, 95% CI =0.87 to 1.19; I 2 =4%). 21 Quality of evidence was downgraded from high to moderate due to issues related to the risk of bias (Table 1) . 
Adverse events
=73%).
21 Two additional trials reported information about selected adverse events. 22, 23 This information is shown in Table 2 . Quality of evidence was downgraded from high to moderate or low due to issues related to risk of bias and inconsistency (Table 1) .
HRQoL
Magnan et al detected high heterogeneity in the assessment of QoL provided in 12 of the 15 trials included in this review. 21 They found a considerable range of instruments and high variability in the reporting of quantitative data for this outcome, as well as different schedules for patient assessment. Nine trials used a version of the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) quality of life questionnaire (QLQ)-C30, while the remaining studies used other assessment tools. The authors identified two trials reporting a better overall QoL with intermittent regimen, while three additional trials found no differences between the assessed interventions. 21 The remaining trials reported improvement in selected domains of QoL in the group of intermittent therapy, including physical and sexual functioning.
Three additional trials reported data for QoL. Crawford et al reported the assessment of QoL and sexual function by Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy -Prostate and the Sexual Function Inventory, respectively. 26 The authors reported improvements in sexual function in the intermittent arm versus the continuous arms after month 14 (P=0.027). Casas et al assessed patients' QoL by means of two questionnaires: QLQ-C30 and QLQ-PR25 validated in Spanish; 24 the authors of this trial found no statistically significant differences for these scores between the two treatment groups (P=0.08). Schulman et al reported that QoL assessed using the EORTC QLQ-C30 was comparable for IADT and CADT groups. 22 Quality of evidence was downgraded from high to low due to issues related to risk of bias and inconsistency (Table 1) .
Patients' preferences
We identified one study regarding values and preferences of PCA patients receiving ADT. Chun-Leung Chau et al assessed the preferences about ADT regimens and reasons for their choice in 36 PCA patients with locally advanced, recurrent and metastatic stages. 25 The authors developed a questionnaire including a trade-off table between IADT and CADT to help patients reflect the reasons taken into consideration when choosing the ADT regimen. Thirty-six patients were enrolled in this pilot study in 2014, and 32 patients chose IADT as their preferred ADT regimen. The most important reasons for deciding on intermittent ADT were QoL, chances of the cancer returning, general well-being, overall life span, and side effects (including hot flashes and physical function). 25 Patients preferring CADT prioritized overall life span and cancer recurrence as well as risk of death. The study had some limitations due to patient age (>65 years) as well as due to a high prevalence of patients sexually inactive (69%). 25 
Cost-effectiveness
No economic evaluations comparing IADT versus CADT in patients with PCA were identified.
Formulation of recommendations
Based on the previous information, we have elaborated and propose the following recommendations to guide the administration of ADT in PCA patients:
• No recommendation is provided against or in favor of a specific ADT regimen for PCA patients in early stages of their condition.
Summary and interpretation of the evidence: We did not identify controlled clinical trials in the subgroup of patients with PCA in early stages. Specific evidence-based information is needed to provide recommendations for these patients.
• In men with PCA in advanced stages (including locally advanced and metastatic), we suggest considering an intermittent regimen in the provision of long-term ADT as soon as clinically reasonable (weak recommendation and low certainty of the evidence). When considering the Summary and interpretation of the evidence: We identified a significant number of trials comparing IADT versus CADT in PCA patients in advanced stages. There were no differences in most of the critical and important outcomes assessed, including overall survival, progression-free survival, and adverse events, among others. Narrative, but contradictory, reports about the benefits of IADT were found for selected scales evaluating HRQoL. Evidence was classified as low or moderate in most cases due to issues related to risk of bias as well as to inconsistency of results. We identified no cost-effectiveness studies comparing IADT versus CADT in these patients. In addition, we identified a survey study assessing values and preferences for selecting ADT regimens in PCA patients; findings suggest that a considerable number of patients can choose IADT as the preferred ADT regimen due to issues related to QoL, general well-being, and side effects, among others. The authors consider that the decision about the selection of a specific regimen has to include other criteria, such as the use of resources and values and preferences of patients. Despite finding no economic studies comparing these ADT alternatives, we believe that the reduction of the doses and the frequency of hospital visits could have an important economic impact for patients, especially in those whose health insurances or social security systems do not include these therapies. We consider that clinicians should discuss the available alternatives with each patient in order to consider all individual-related factors, values, beliefs, and preferences.
Updating process
We have conducted three cycles of the updating process (from September 2017 to January 2018). During the surveillance period, we reviewed 71 additional references, we identified cero-relevant references, and we identified no key reference (those that could potentially trigger an update).
Discussion
Uncertainties remain regarding the appropriate use of IADT in the management of PCA and its potential role in relation to CADT. In order to generate recommendations on IADT versus CADT in patients with PCA, we analyzed and used information about risks and benefits of these regimens from one systematic review containing 15 trials and three additional trials published after 2014. In addition, we searched for studies focused on values and preferences, and economic studies. In general, we found no differences in most of the critical and important assessed outcomes, including overall survival, progression-free survival, and adverse events, among others. Narrative but contradictory reports about benefits of IADT were found for selected scales evaluating HRQoL. Evidence was classified as low or moderate in most cases, due to issues related to risk of bias as well as inconsistency of results. We identified a survey assessing values and preferences for selecting ADT regimens in PCA patients; findings suggest that a considerable number of patients may consider IADT as the preferred ADT regimen, due to QoLrelated issues, general well-being, and side effects, among others. In addition, we identified no cost-effectiveness studies comparing IADT versus CADT in these patients.
Administration and prescription of ADT should be guided by a decision-making process based on evidence of the best possible quality. Bultijnck et al assessed the implementation of evidence-based recommendations for the management of ADT in daily practice of clinicians in Europe. 27 The authors included information of 489 clinicians working in a multidisciplinary oncologic team; over 70% of clinicians administered LHRH agonist with or without an antiandrogen, especially in the palliative metastatic settings. Likewise, over 70% of physicians reported to apply at least one evidencebased strategy for preventing and managing ADT-related side effects. The authors evaluated recommendations related to the management of erectile and sexual dysfunction, and they found that only 25% of clinicians provided an evidence-based strategy for this issue as a first-line management. 27 Regarding the administration of ADT, Liede et al assessed which factors were related to physician's ADT prescription for patients with nonmetastatic PCA. 28 The authors surveyed 441 urologists/ oncologists from 19 countries, with at least 10 nonmetastatic PCA patients managed per month, during 2012. Physicians reported that around 38% of nonmetastatic patients received ADT, with 36% of them receiving gonadotropin-releasing hormone agents; CADT was prescribed to 54% of PCA patients. The decision for prescribing CADT was related to PSA levels, Gleason score, and treatment guidelines, whereas the administration of IADT was guided by PSA levels, patient request, desire to maintain sexual function, the presence of comorbidities, and patient age. 28 In addition, Hurwitz et al assessed the factors involved in the treatment decision-making for PCA in 925 newly diagnosed PCA patients between 2006 and 2014. 29 The authors found that >60% of patients preferred an active role in the decision about their PCA treatment.
Our review has several strengths. First, we exhaustively searched, identified, and assessed published systematic reviews about ADT regimens in PCA, which gathered up-todate evidence until 2017. Second, we adhered to the GRADE framework to formulate the recommendations according to patient profiles, 18 which has allowed us to consider all the important elements needed to guide clinical decisions. In addition, we used Epistemonikos, a new database that provides a comprehensive overview of the evidence, in order to illustrate the amount of evidence about IADT versus CADT in terms of systematic reviews and controlled clinical trials. Finally, we implemented a continuous surveillance process for new evidence to keep recommendations up-to-date. 19 As potential limitations, we identified no clinical trials for patients in early stages of PCA. Furthermore, we found no cost-effectiveness studies comparing ADT regimens and testing the hypothesis that IADT could save direct and indirect costs. Finally, we had to formulate weak recommendations due to the low quality of the available evidence, as well as the lack of studies on patients' values and preferences when choosing between IADT and CADT. We will consider updating the recommendations in light of new evidence.
Conclusion
In conclusion, for men in early stages of PCA, it is not possible to make any recommendation about the preferable use of IADT or CADT due to the lack of available evidence. For men in advanced stages of the disease, we suggest considering an intermittent regimen of ADT as soon as clinically reasonable (weak recommendation and low certainty of the evidence). Clinicians should always discuss risks and benefits of IADT and CADT with their patients, taking into account their values and preferences in relation to therapeutic regimens, QoL issues, the frequency of visits, and monitoring, as well as costs.
